


Columbus is curiou�
Why did people ever set off blindly into the unknown? Probably for the same reason

the proverbial chicken crossed the road: to get to the other side… wherever that might be.

It speaks to our curious nature that we would ever set sail to a horizon that could

possibly mark the edge of everything, an edge we thought we might tumble off of. Silly as it

seems now, people once believed the earth to be flat, and that the sun rose and fell at its

borders. What do you imagine early explorers were thinking when they launched their

vessels? Can you picture setting off on a voyage to who-knows-where for precisely

who-knows-how-long, with a bunch of who-knows-what swimming around unseen below you?

It was an impressive challenge that we rose to meet - and we have continued to push

into astounding new frontiers across the centuries since then. Think of deep-sea exploration,

space missions, and even how we’ve learned to decode the past and our own genome.

There are many types of explorers who have blazed the way into a number of fields.

Brainstorm which one you would like to learn more about, and then do some research. You

might want to find some good biographies at your local library, watch some documentaries

about the time period, examine maps and other relics at a museum, or hunt down other

resources to help you on your quest.

Where did your person come from? What made them tick? Where did they develop

their inner drive? What successes, failures, and hardships did they face? How did they leave

their mark on history? And how might their story inspire you to chart yours?





Columbus is clever
Early explorers had to be quite brave, smart and inventive - both to travel

successfully, and then also to find their way home again. Over centuries they developed

various methods of locomotion and various instruments to get their bearings with. They

learned how to catch wind with the sail of a ship, tell their location by the stars, and measure

the distance they had traveled.

If you were to go off on a grand adventure, how would you get there? On a

robo-camel? By teleportation? By hover-boat? How would you find your way? A network of

laser beams? Communicating with orbiting aliens? A form of ESP? And how far will you go? A

novameter? An inchlongicus? A millimile?

Or perhaps you’d rather perfect the known - maybe build a sextant, craft a vessel,

test its seaworthiness, and count the speed it travels in knots.

There are loads of great DIY projects out there to guide you, or you can stretch your

imagination. You can choose to create a working model, a replica, or a way-out-there design;

whatever suits your fancy! Just rack your own bright brain to include the right features to

make your journey (real or pretend) amazing. What sorts of innovations can you dream up?





Columbus is informe�
Columbus might be up and out the door before you can say more than “Do you want to

go…?” but that doesn’t mean he’s a reckless adventurer. He loves a good map and understands

the power in knowing both where you are and the possibilities of where you could go.

There are so many types of maps in the world. For instance, you could make a

topographic map with lines to show changes in elevation, color-code a region to differentiate

between climates, or create a 3-d representation of a slice of habitat.

There are also less geographical types of maps. We sometimes lay out our goals with a

vision board, make an itinerary for a fun day out, or plan how to spend our hard-earned money

with a budget.

What sort of mapping project speaks to you? Use the following page to bring it to life.

If you are going for a more traditional variety, would your previous invention help in any way?

Or perhaps you could use this as a guide to your next activity? (You might want to peek

ahead!)





Columbus is adventurou�
You undoubtedly knew this was coming: it’s time to go on an adventure! But where?

Maybe…

Somewhere new                    A favorite place

Indoors                    Outdoors                    A mix of both

Close by                                Farther away

Museum                         Wildlife sanctuary                        Aquarium

Botanical garden                                        Old-growth forest

Theater                         Landmark                        Playground

Pool                                         Lake

Science center                         National park                         Zoo

Hiking trail                                Biking trail

Park                       Historical center                     Concert

Library                                        Bookstore

Or even…

______________________________     ______________________________

______________________________     ______________________________

______________________________     ______________________________





Columbus is happ�-g�-luck�
Columbus has a very easy-going personality and is generally pretty happy to join in with

whatever the other mice decide to do. There is an element of adventure tucked into following

along and seeing where you wind up, after all!

Try a unique approach to your learning - either across a day, a week, or however long

you care to stretch it out. Pick a letter of the alphabet (toss them in a bag and choose

randomly if you want!) and then try to think of something that starts with your letter to fit

categories like these, or some of your own:

● A country

● A language

● A food

● An activity

● A historical event or figure

● A landmark

● An instrument

● A book title or author

● An animal

● Somewhere local

Use these as your framework and start to explore! Perhaps for the letter S you could

learn about Switzerland, how to count to ten in Spanish, make homemade spaghetti, read

about Socrates, play soccer, and visit a state park.

Where will you go? What will you do? Will you collaborate on your ideas with someone

and share in each other’s interests? Use the following page to track your explorations!





Columbus is enthusiasti�
Spring is a vibrant season, bursting with color and energy, much like Columbus. It

encourages all the plants and animals to make a fresh new start, with birds building nests,

leaf buds unfurling on trees, and dandelions showing off their bright, cheerful faces.

The season often has a similar effect on people, inspiring them to deep clean and shake

out the dust bunnies that hibernated in corners all winter. But why not extend that thought

to where we would all rather be at this time of year - outside!

Let’s spring into action and help the natural world look sparkly clean as well. Work solo

or gather friends, family, and community, and then head out to beautify your local landscape

with a litter pick-up day - or make it an ongoing event!

Plan it out below, then use the following page to either make a flyer to encourage

others, track your progress, or show off your hard work when you’re done.

Name your event: _____________________________________

Date: ____________________________    Time: ______________________________

Location: ___________________________________________________

Supply list:

______________________________     ______________________________

______________________________     ______________________________

______________________________     ______________________________

Other notes:





Columbus is outgoin�
A spirit animal is a fun thing to think about. What creature embodies characteristics

we hold dear about ourselves? Well, for Columbus, it would be a dolphin: bright, bubbly,

energetic, and extremely social. Here are a few facts to know about:

Dolphin�
Oceanic family = Delphinidae (38 species); also 4 river dolphin families (1 species each)

Life span: depending on the species, Dolphin comes from the Greek Delphis,
anywhere from ~20-80 years.                                       roughly “fish with a womb”; in the past

also called mereswine or “sea pig”

Diet: mainly fish, squid and

crustaceans; some species eat Other Facts:
marine mammals and birds.

- Eight dolphin species have

Habitat: salt water for whale in their name and two

most species, but some live                                                                 have whale AND dolphin!

in brackish or fresh water.

- Killer whales (orca) are the

Range: found mainly in temperate and largest (~30 ft); Maui’s dolphin are the

tropical waters; orca are the only species                smallest (~5 ft) and are facing extinction.

that can survive in Arctic/Antarctic waters.

- They are part of the infraorder cetacea,

Predators: few - mostly a few large shark along with porpoises and whales.

species. Their biggest threats come from disease,

humans (mainly through fishing methods such          - They share some neural similarities with

as purse-seine), and climate change.                               humans, are highly intelligent, and are

believed to be emotional and self-aware.

Ecological Role: they are top predators and help

balance the numbers of other species and control          - For 150 years, a town in Brazil has

disease within them. Their reliance on smaller                     partnered with dolphins to fish.

animals for food helps indicate general ocean health.

- The baiji, or Yangtze river dolphin,

Categories: marine, mammal, even-toed ungulate. was declared extinct in 2007.



What about yo�?
What adjectives best describe you? What would your spirit animal be?



What is Columbus’s stor�?
We are the products of both nature and nurture. Our genes help us take shape, and

then we are molded by our environment and the people within it. What kinds of adjectives did

you just use to describe yourself in the last activity? Where did you develop those? Are

some a part of the personality you were born with? Are some of them ones you have worked

to develop? Are some a mix of the two?

How do you think Columbus came to be the mouse he is today? What is his history? Try

writing, illustrating, or in some other way depicting where you think Columbus came from and

how he got to be the fun, adventurous member of the mouse quartet on Little Green Hill.





Design your Columbu� Badg�
You have earned it for sure! Take a moment to think how to sum up your thoughts and

represent your experiences from working on these activities. Columbus’s motto is surely

“Dar� t� drea� bi�.”
What does this mean to you? What do you want your motto to be? Finish off the

design for Columbus’s badge with your own personal touches so that you can be true to you!

Tip: After you finish it, try scanning it, resizing it, and then printing it off on sticker

paper or on regular paper and then laminating it to really make your badge come to life!


